INTRODUCTION
Instants at which significant excitation of the resonances of vocal tract system occur during phonation are referred to as epochs. Epochal information is useful in accurate estimation of pitch periods [1] and in identifying the closed glottis interval. This latter information is useful in accurate estimation of the frequency response of vocal tract system [2, 3] . In spite of its importance in the analysis of voiced speech, there is no satisfactory technique for extracting epochal information from speech wave. It is known that epochs coincide with the instants of slope discontinuities of glottal pulses. But extraction of glottal pulses from connected speech is as yet an unsolved problem. Sobakin [4] has proposed a measure for the linear predictability of a signal over a given interval. Strobe [5] has used this measure with some modification to identify the instant of glottal closure, i.e., the epoch. 
Hence the LP residual t(riT) will be the second derivative of g(t).
LP residual for a segment of synthetic vowel waveform and the second derivative of glottal pulses used in the generation of the vowel are shown in Fig. 1 their log spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . Log spectra of d1(nT) and f(nT) are strikingly simiLar.
Log spectrum of (I) f(flT), (11) F. Effect of Uncompensated Phase. Effect of uncompensated phase on the accuracy of identification of epochs will now be discussed. LP residual t(nT) for the impulse response of vocal tract system should possess the largest value at nT 0. The peak in t(nT) occurs delayed by n0T samples, if there is a linear phase term (n0wT) in the phase response 0(w) of T(z). A linear phase term in (w) is equivalent to a constant term, C, in the derivative, (l)(w) of Hence = = Change in phase for one complete rotation around the unit circle in zplane is known (from complex variable theory [7,8j) 
